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INTRODUCTION 

functional integration first applied in quantum mechanics by 
R.Feynman is now one of the most powerful mathematical techniques 

/2/ 
in the contemporary quantum physics . The method of functional in
tegration lies at the foundation of quantum lattice gauge theory' '. 
The introduction of space-time lattice turns functional integrals 
into ordinary ones of high multiplicity. This approach causes the se
rious problems: how do lattice calculations concern the continuum li
mit; how does the result depend on the lattice spacing, etc. Besides 
that, the basic method of lattice computations is llonte-Carlo one that 
guarantees the convergence of approximations only in probabilistic 
sence and needs too much computer time and memory. Thus the develop
ment of effective numerical methods different from lattice Monte-Carlo 
ones for the evaluation of functional integrals is of great importance. 
In the latter sence the approach based on the mathematically rigorous 
study of functional integrals with Gaussian measure appears to be 
promising. The important results in this area have been obtained in 
works . In the framework of the mentioned approach we derived ' 
for the functional integrals with Gaussian measure in separable 
Frechet spaces some new approximate formulae exact on a class of po
lynomial functionals of a given degree. 

Peynman path integrals in Euclidean quantum mechanics can be re
presented in the form of functional integral with conditional Wiener 
measure' ' that is the special case of Gaussian ones. The search of 
continuum quantum mechanics models is of interest because it provides 
the better understanding of some problems in quantum field theory, 
e.g. ones concerned the topological structure of vacuum '. The va
lues of topological susceptibility computed in various works by lattice 
Monte-Carlo simulations differ each from other and from the phenomeno-

/12/ logical estimate by 1-2 orders . The reason of such a discrepancy 
can consist e.g. (see ref. ) in the difference of lattice topologi
cal charge definitions and also in the presence of specific finite-size 
effects. Some authors are enga,"Jd now in more consistent study of these 
problems on the models of quantum mechanics . 

In the present paper we consider the computation of functional 
integrals using the derived approximate formulae in the case of condi-
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tional Wiener measure in Euclidean quantum mechanics. The non-pertur-
bative characteristics concerned the topological effects in double -
well potential and in quantum pendulum model are investigated. The 
computations allowed us to search the validity bounds of the dilute 
instanton gas approximation in these models. The изе of the derived 
formulae instead of Monte-Carlo method for the evaluation of path in
tegrals yields the mathematically well-grounded results with greater 
accuracy and the significant economy of computer time and memory. 

1. APPROXIMATE FORMULAE FOR FUNCTIOBAL INTEGRALS 

We consider the functional integral 

where Ft*] is a real functional defined on a separable Frechet space 
X . /*(%) is a Gaussian measure on X . Some experience in the 

development of methods for numerical evaluation of integral (1) has 
/7/ already been accumulated' " . One of the approaches that is being most 

intensively developed now is the creation of approximate formulae 
exact on a given class of functionals. The example of such a formula 
in a special case of normalized conditional Wiener measure d^»X 

{Х-Сг{С[<>Л,Х(0)*Я(1)шО)) can "be presented by the following relation / 6 / 

lH*ldw.X * jb\\Fiem(V,')]4Vi.-.dirm . (2) 
e * -« -« 

exact on a class of polynomial iiuictionals of degree * 2tH*1 . Here 

are the roots of polynomial V»j,f*) = Formulas 
of the type (2) give the good approximation of the exact result when 
Ff*J is "closed" to the polynomial functional of degree £2in+4t i.e. 
to the functional 

where PicfttJ is a continuous on X homogeneous form of order К • 
We have obtained * for integral (1) the "composite approximate 

formulae" of arbitrary degree of accuracy. These formulae can be used 
for the wide set of functionals. In the case of conditional Wiener 
measure the derived formula'"' is written as follows: 
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where _ _ 
JO. . {m) втМ-гИИт**1»*"*^ *у>*<х**хц 

%(«>*)*€ jt 4* «"***-ч* -_, кг 
Approximate formula (3) is exact for every polynomial functional of 
degree i Strn-1 . In the works ' we investigated the convergence to 
zero of the remainder Л. (F) and ito estimate in dependence on ffl 
and П . Particularly vie have found that under certain conditions 
on F the order of convergence # „_.£ О is equal to 0(п~1т*1'). 
Hote that the convergence of lattice approximations has the order•f/ZF 
that indicates the advantage of the considered formulas over the lat
tice Monte-Carlo method. 

In the work' we derived and investigated some approximate 
formulas for conditional Wiener integrals with the weight. This result 
extends the class of functionals where the formulae aro exact. In par
ticular, we have proved the following 

Theorem 1. 
let K(£) be the solution of the differential equation 

0-S)K'(s)-H-S)2K2W -3K(i)-2bp(S) =0 . Se[o,1] 

3 

s 

and the constant С is determined by the condition \l(S)dS - 0. 
Then the approximate formula ° 

. [щЛ e x / , { | \Lhtm) 1 L(F[e>,)taf.)]^.-^m + %Jfh (4) 
where m 

K-1 

Л 
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ft 

f sigh, ы, i < Iwl 

min/luTl.t} v ' 
f(ur, t) = si$n w- - t£- - [t + [ KW wy ds], 

is exact for every polynomial functional of degree $ Stn+1 • 
The proof of Theorem 1 ia based on the employment of special li

near transformation X(t) ь-* jf (t) that we have found and investi
gated in t ^ t . This transformation maps the apace 
onto itself in oae-to-one correspondence. 

Particularly, if p(-t)s1i <j(t)s$ = consi ; A < ж \ the formula (4) 
acquires the form 

I exp { j f A xa(t)+$ x {i)]di} FIX] dy, x = 
С о 

In this case 

The estimate of the remainder # m № ) in (5) is given by the fol
lowing 

Theorem g'3'. 
Suppose the functional Ff*J can be expressed in the form 

where P2rw.f [Sj is a polynomial functional of degree -S 2ff> + i i 

с,*»»;, V m > * ° i o* \+ег(т) < -£* • 
Then 

с 
**i[i+if*(f*ir]i ?*im' 
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Practical computations based on the use of the upproximaLe for-
/19/ 

mulae (2) - (5) have been performed in . The comparison of nume
rical results confirms the higher efficiency of those formulae .emus 
lattice Konte-Carlo computation. 

2. l'UNCTIOH.U, INTEGRALS Ш EUCLIDilAH QUATTTUK KECHAHICJ 

Let us consider the quantum-mechanical system characterized by 
the Hamiltonian 

The investigation of some important phenomena such as the instatiton 
effects,concerned the topological structure of the ground nUitCiis to 
be performed in Kuclidean metrics (i.e. in imaginary tine). In Liiia 
case the ilehrodinger equation is written in the fori.i 

2f*(x.i) _ u U, E. Ц^- = ~ИПхЛ), t>o. 
The general solution of (7) with arbitrary initial condiLions 

S"fc*J- /r/wZft»x,*;«/x., 
I'iie ;:.,'!! n where E(X0,X,i) is a fundamental solution of equation (7). 

problem is to find the evolution matrix elements ZfX,,,X,'t)=<X|e"|Xe> 
that satisfy the equation 

иг ax" v w * { а ) 

Z(*o,X,0) = S(X-Xe). 
Analogously with the well-known result of R.Peynnun the solution 
of (8) is represented in the form of the conditional Wiener integ-
r a l / 4 ' 2 / : 

l(Xt,Xf.T)* I txp{- \V[x(t)]M}di„X 
C0,Xi,l,Xf 

(9) 

Integration in (9) is performed over the space of continuous on[CJ] 
functions X(t) with boundery conditions 

X(T)*Xf . 
Hote that in distinction from the conventional Feynman path integral 
the exponent argument in (9) contains not the action functional but 
the integral of the potential energy. The kinetic term is included 
into dwX . the extension of (6}-(9) to the systems with many degrees 
of freedom is obvious (see ref. / 4 / ) . 
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,;uppooe the Uamiltonian И has the diocrete spectrum 

Then there holds the following expansion : 
Z(Xu*f,T) - SZ e~*nT%m %(xf). <w> 

n 
Hence the ground state energy E0 can be calculated as follows: 

• T-+-»l T J (11) 
where °e 

n ~°° /10/ 
After the appropriate change of variables in functional integral 
the expression for Z(X,X,T) is written in the form of the follo
wing integral * 

2(X,X,T) - О - Н - Ф Г ^ + Х ^ К * * (12) 
with respect to normalized condi t iona l .'/iener measure i n the space 

Cs[C[0,i], X(o) = X(<) = 0}. The energy gap between the ground and the 
/19/ 

f i r s t exci ted s t a t e s i s defined " as 
дЕ = e„ -E. = - to» - £ ^ < W • (13) 

1 Г-voo « r 

where tlie propagator 

G(T)* <o|x(o)a?fr)|o> = 

r-«» 2Mve*T_i, с е 
Using the values of (9) one can calculate also the ground state wave 
function squared: 

№(*t*«?J*B'TZlX'*.'r)]. (ы 
In the next sections we will consider the computation of functional 
integrals using the derived approximate formulae. We investigate the 
topological structure of the ground 3tate in some quantum-mechanical 
models» 
3. DOUBLE-WELL WTBHTIAL 

Due to existence of tunneling the wave function of the ground 
state of the system characterized by the Hamiltonian (6) with the 
potential . 

№*i(**~f) (16) 

(14) 
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is an even superposition of wave functions at each of the wells. The 
basic effect caused by instantona is the splitting of the energy le
vels. (Assuming absence of instantons the levels are doubly degenera-

/''0/ ted). In the approximation of dilute instanton gas : 
£ e = f-d ; A E = Set (17) 

/%ад2=4/|Г da) 

Our results for Ee and&E computed using approximate formula (3) 
with tl-m^i are given in Figures 1 and 2 by the dots. СГи time of 

mi 
the CDC-6500 computer was about 10 s per point f . 

' f 
Fig. 2 

/21/ the dashed lines cor-

Pig.1 

The solid lines represent "exact" results 
respond to (17). For comparison, the circles show the results of 
lattice Konte-Carlo computations. The squares represent the results 
of , obtained evaluating N-fold integral via averaging over 10 
Konte-Carlo iterations on lattice with H=303 points and spacing(1-0.25. 
The information on CPU time and a type of computer in ''-'•'*' is mis
sing, the results are given in diagram form. Figures 1 and 2 show that 
the values of considered quantities can be obtained using (3) with 
accuracy equal to, and in some cases with even a greater accuracy, 
than in Monte-Carlo method on lattice, but with the multiplicity of 
the evaluated integrals smaller by two orders. 

The ground state wave function squared, computed according 
to (15) using (3) with tl*ltt*1; T» 4.5; f**2 is shown in 
?ig.3 by crosses. The dot3 represent the results of the paper ' ™ 
that have been obtained via averaging over 100 Monte-Carlo iterations 
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* \V*f * 

J 
-i J 

V 
Ф 

1 1 J x 

on l a t t i c e with N=200, a=0.S5; 
Die s t a r s correspond to (18), 
The so l id and the dashed l i n e s 
un i t e the poin ts for e a s i e r com
prehension. 

МС-З 

4. gUANTUI.; ШШиЬШ 

Lot us consider now the quantum system with the Huniltonian 
HB + Xp'+V, (is) 

where 
W*J «•£-(•»-cos x j , (a» 

W is a frequency of small oscillations, л is a coupling constant. 
In the case of bounded periodic V(X), Xef-«o,oo) the analysis of 

/no/ 
Hamiltonian (19) is reduced to the study of 

w »--JuSA + v «- { 2 l ) 

Here f-r-rl i s the opera tor A- on L Го,2Х] with boundary condi t ions 
\dx*/B ctx* J 

ffix) = eief(») i f 'fix) =el9y'{o). 
Therefore i n t h i s case we have 

Z(X,X+2TN, T) = eieN2(x,X,T). (22) 
Performing the transformation (aee ref. , i J f ) 

that removes the phage factor, we find that the expression (9) is 
valid for the new action functional (" в -action"): 

Sg = S-ieq, 
where <? i s a topologica l charge, | £ |*JT . The d e f i n i t i o n of the t o 
pologica l charge follows from (22) : 

0M e -ar J*** "[»] f*M«X; х(г)=хМоЫ2%), 
о 

where [ ] denotes the integer part of the value. 
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We obtain for J?(T) the following expression: 

ГСГ)= Ĵ ftx.TW* - i^-.JI.£cos6n-e T . Z„(r)' (i-3) 

where 

The dependence on fl = -T- of the topological susceptibility 
J. 4 «?*> 

«?a> = ̂.- i ^ - Уг • Г ем en-*?-£"'*'* ZK(r); W T , 
computed using approximate formula (2) with Л " Л ^ s ? , &*0, A=Y 

is given in Fig.4 Ъу the dots. 

V 

«5 

Pig. 4 

The calculations have shown that 
the accuracy in the form of 3 cor
rect signs can be rouched taking 
into account only two or three 
terms in the series (24), i.e. 
the main contribution give the 
configurations with П<5 . The CPU 
time on CDC-6500 has been within 
the range of 10 s per point j3 . 

The crosses represent the fl - dependence of the value 
•1-<QZ> 

/it/ that has been obtained in by the llonte-Carlo method on lattice 
with N = i00, е » и а * У (V is the number of points, i.e. the multi
plicity of integrals, Я is the lattice spacing). The solid line at 

fi >O.S denotes the dilute instanton gas approximation : 

The curve at fl<0.5 represents the high-temperature expansion •'' in 
the continuum limit ( E-*0 , /V-*-«> , вЫ fixed): 

In order to compare <Q*> more precisely to the theoretical expec
tations we consider the quantity 
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I'M-GO 

2> =,£«?*> У V P . 
In the continuum .limit (in thi3 case S* 8 ) and for sufficiently 
J:u',-;e 8 (oei.iiclas3ical region) there holds 

Our results arc shown in Fig.5 by the dots. The values agree well 
Willi (26). The r e su l t s ' ' 1 5 ' ' obtained with £*i, N*405, S*So*Y8? 
( St is an instanton action for this la t t ice) arc denoted by the 

crosses. The deviation of these 
results from the theoretical 
predictions (26) cannot be ex
plained by the presence of the 
f.vo-loop correction factor in (2;>). 
To маки the situation clear the 

/15/ 
к computations in were perfor-
. mod also with S-0.6 (at в=й7). 

l:i this case they have obtained 
tlie value J) * 3.3t i . e . greater 
than the results with £= 4 but 

s t i l l too smaller than theoretical estl;nate, She further decrease of 
£ in has not been performed because of the arising difficult ies 
connected with the growth of instanton size on the la t t ice and there
fore with the serious metnstabili t ies. I t is clear that we have no 
these problems: the calculations are performed in the continuum,£»0. 

By the mininxiiing of I according to the relation 
tn[\<Qb] ж bD-SfH-penp 

in ret. they have obtained with S « 7.8? tnu .:. ;ji.\: of par.• .c.c.'o 
Ъ*г.э8 ; p* 0.46 . 

Taking into account that in contlnuu:: lir.J.t S*3 we have с°Ь from 
our data represented in Fig. 'j: 

J)-4.25; P»ft493-
that i s in a good agreement with theoretical continuum predictions 
D=4.5ii P'0.5 . 

Let us find now the value of the vacuum energy. Due to instanton 
effects the ground state energy £ i s washed away into a zone and i s 
characterized by the CP-violating angle в . The values of EflB) obtained 
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using the approximate formula (2) 
with ПЧ* 1 according to (11),6>*У, 
Px*/x are shown in Pig.6 for A M 

The solid lines represent the theoretical estimate obtained within /1С/ the dilute instanton gas approximation' •" : 

The characteristic COS-behaviour of our results is well зееп in Fig.6. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The results of the above computations demonstrate the advantages 
of the considered method of evaluation of path integrals versus lat
tice Monte-Carlo method. The use of the conditional Wiener measure 
and the derived approximate formulae yields the more precise results 
while requiring essentially lesser-dimensional ordinary Integrals to 
evaluate. The small multiplicity of integrals allowed us to use the 
deterministic methods (Gaussian quadrature, Tchebyshev, etc.) provi
ding the results with guaranteed (not probabilistic) error estimate 
and the significant economy of computer time and memory. Due to the 
absence of lattice discretization in this method the problems concer
ned the finiteness of lattice spacing do not appear. All these consi
derations make the "deterministic approach" an attractive method for 
the computation of path integrals. 
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Лобанов Ю.Ю., Жидков ЕЛ. Е2-87-507 
Вычисление континуальных интегралов квантовой >.эханики 
с помощью приближенных формул, точных на классе 
функциональных многочленов 

Разработан метод приближенного вычисления интегралов по 
траекториям в евклидовой квантовой механике без решеточной 
дискретизации. Метод основан на представлении этих интегралов 
в виде континуальных интегралов по условной мере Винера 
и использовании построенных приближенных формул, точных на 
классе функциональных многочленов заданной степени. На приме
ре расчета непертурбативных характеристик, связанных с тополо
гической структурой вакуума, демонстрируются преимущества 
метода по сравнению с методом Монте-Карло расчетов на решетке. 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории вычислительной техники 
и автоматизации ОИЯИ. 
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Lobanov Yu.Yu., Zhidkov E.P. E2-87-507 
Evaluation of Quantum Mechanics Path Integrals 
by the Approximations Exact on a Class of Polynomial Functionals 

The method for numerical evaluation of path integrals in Euclidean 
quantum mechanics without lattice discretization is elaborated. The 
method is based on the representation of these integrals in the form of 
functional integrals with respect to the conditional Wiener measure and 
on the use of the derived approximate formulae exact on a class of po
lynomial functionals of a given degree. By the computations of non-
perturbative characteristics, concerned the topological structure of va
cuum, the advantages: of this method versus lattice Monte-Carlo calcula
tions are demonstrated. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Compu
ting Techniques and Automation, JINR. 
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